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Area of land (as referenced on your map) 

1. Appearance: Is the land scenically attractive in itself? (Scenic – a pleasing view of open land) 

(please tick a point between the two ends of each box that is relevant to your view on all questions 
on the survey with this format) 

Beautiful          Ugly 

Gentle          Dramatic 

Uplifting         Depressing  

2.  Usage:  a) Is the land currently in active use? (include farming) (tick the relevant boxes) 

By others    Yes all of it  Part of it  No 

By you or your family    Yes all of it  Part of it  No   

 Short description of use and users 

 

 

b) Do you consider this use/uses to be beneficial or detrimental to the ‘character’ of Aireborough? 

Beneficial          Detrimental 

3. Setting: a) How would you describe the area surrounding the land? 

(tick one)  Built up all round  Open countryside  Edge of town 

Noisy          Quiet   

Bustling          Tranquil  

 b) How would you describe the topography? (tick one) 

  Slope   Undulating  Flat  Hollow 

 c) Is there public right of access to the land?   By car:  Yes  No 

On foot: Yes  No  

 d) What part does vegetation (e.g. trees, hedgerows, scrub etc) play in the character of the area? 

Enhances it          Detracts from it 

Include a short description of how and why 



 d) Are there other notable natural or man-made features that give character to the area or its 

setting  eg rocks, stone walls, lanes, gradients, copse (Note the features, pictures may be useful) 

 

 

 

4. Visibility: Is the land overlooked, is it a viewpoint, can views be seen from the land?   

          (tick one of each pair) 
Overlooked by many houses    Few or no buildings overlook 

 
Overlooked from roads     Not overlooked from roads 

A viewpoint       Secluded 

A point that is highly visible from many places  Hidden away 

5. Hydrology: a) What water features does the land have (eg watercourses, ponds, boggy ground)? 

Short description: 

b) Does this natural or artificial water features play a significant part in the character and 
condition of all or part of the land? 

       Yes   No   

If yes, explain how and why in a few words 

 

6. Biodiversity: To your knowledge does this land have any animal/or bird habitats or contain any 

uncommon plant or tree species?  (Write in what you know, an Ecologist will explore further )  

 

 

7. Cultural & Historic Traces: Are there obvious historic relics on the land? Do you know about any 

history associated with it?  Do you know anything of the historic use of the site? 

Write in Historic  features identified   

  

Any other historic information (include source if known) 

 

Name                                                                                   Date Completed 


